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up the level instrument 10-13 meters away and hold the Invar strip on the point using either the left or right
tab and plumb the strip.  Take several sets of height measurements and record the heights.  Without
moving the level, do the same for the other tab.  Next, again without moving the level, set the level rod on
the point, plumb and take several measurements. If the index is correctly attached to the Invar strip, all of
the height readings should be very close, a tenth or hundredths of millimeters.  If not, redo the test and, if
necessary, adjust or modify the index so readings will be correct.  

USING THE INVAR STRIP (Drawings #3 and #4) 

As stated earlier, the 60 cm bar-code invar strip is needed to establish elevations on points or marks that
cannot be accessed using a standard leveling rod, such as, bench marks set vertically in foundations, 
bridge abutments, etc., or special elevation points required by a given survey.  The index described above
was designed primarily for vertically set bench marks, so it may not work for all situations. 

Drawing #3 depicts using the invar strip on a vertically set bench mark disk.  The 60 cm bar-code invar strip
can only be observed at a distance of 20 meters or less.  To use the invar strip on a vertically set bench
mark, first find the point on the BM disk that will be leveled to, which on a standard NGS disk is the
intersection of the horizontal line and shorter vertical line cast at the center of the disk.  Hold the invar strip
up the mark with the reference index close to the reference line on the disk.  Set up the level instrument
less than 20 meters away and at a height where when the line of sight of the leveled instrument intersects
the invar strip about in the middle.  Two people should hold the invar strip, one at the top to keep it plumb
and one at the bottom to align the index to the mark.  The strip can be plumbed in several ways:  

1. By observing it through the instrument and aligning the left or right edge of the strip with vertical
reticle line of the instrument. 

2. Use a carpenters level held up to the side of the strip.

3. Use a handheld level bubble.

When near plumb, have the person at the bottom of the strip align the bottom of one of the index tabs with
reference line on the disk (See Drawing #3).  Once assured the index is aligned correctly, the top person
check the plumb.  If all is correct, press the measure button on the level and take the measurements. 
Note: The invar strip can also be read in an inverted or upside down position as can the level rods.  The
instrument, however, must be set for inverted readings. REMEMBER, always reference measurements to
the bottom edge of the index tabs,  plumb the invar strip and never use the bottom edge of the invar strip as
a reference line.

To use the invar strip on a horizontally set bench mark or elevation point, it may be necessary to use a
spacer ("plug").  NGS uses calibrated metal 20 mm cylinders (See Drawing #4).  Some spacers are
magnetic so that they will stick to the steel footplate of a level rod.  The spacers are most always used in
pairs, one on the backsight rod and the other on foresight rod or invar strip.  They raise the rod and invar
strip equal amounts so that the difference of elevation between backsight and foresight remains correct. 
Remember to remove them before reading the next setup.  If one is left on, an error, the height of the
spacer, will be introduced into the level observations on the next setup.  If only one spacer is available,
place it first on the backsight rod and take the level measurements, then move it to the foresight and take
the measurements.












